Proposition 65 requires any company doing business in California to follow a series of regulatory measures that adequately warn customers or workers about significant exposure to chemicals that are linked to cancer, birth defects or reproductive harm.

SiliconExpert COMPLETE & ACCURATE CHEMICAL DATA

- Keep your supply chain one step ahead
- Your supply chain will be made aware of the chemical composition of products in the market
- All insights on an easy to use platform with trusted documentation sourced directly from suppliers
- Save you from time and money spent with legal repercussions
- Talented resources to collect the hard to find data from your suppliers

SiliconExpert

Keep your supply chain one step ahead

Hazardous Chemicals

Causing Cancer

Causing Birth Defects

Be Sure of Every Component and Material of Your Product

With the complexities in today’s data landscape and information exchange, it’s easy for manufacturers without a compliance infrastructure to get overwhelmed with warnings. To help you comb through the data and recommend the actions to take, SiliconExpert makes all parts of your supply chain aware of the chemical composition of products in the market and shares those crucial insights with you on an accessible, easy to use platform.